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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a method of
dressing a barrel worm-shaped tool used in the grinding
processing that is carried out on an internal gear after
the heat treatment of the gear to finish the tooth face of
the gear with precision. In the dressing method, a disc-
shaped disc dresser is made to mesh with the barrel
worm-shaped tool to perform dressing. The invention al-
so relates to a dressing apparatus used for this purpose,
and to an internal-gear grinding machine equipped with
the dressing apparatus.

[BACKGROUND ART]

[0002] In a common gear-production method, a gear
is firstly formed from a material of a predetermined shape
through a processing including a broaching processing
and a processing of cutting teeth (gear-shaper process-
ing). The gear thus processed is then treated by heat,
and, after that, the heated gear is finished (by a grinding
processing) with the removal of the buckles and the like
generated by the heat treatment. Various conventional-
type tooth-profile grinding methods using tools such as
WA grinding wheels and super-abrasive grinding wheels
(e.g. diamond grinding wheels and CBN grinding wheels)
have been employed for the purpose of finishing efficient-
ly the tooth faces of the gear having been treated by heat.
The tools used for this purpose has various shapes cor-
responding to the shapes of gears to be ground. Some
of the examples of such shapes of tools include external-
gear shapes, internal-gear shapes, and worm-gear
shapes.
[0003] Among the various types of gears, internal
gears are quite often used in such apparatuses as auto-
motive transmissions. The demand for improvement in
precision is ever growing. Under  the circumstances, a
tooth-profile grinding method is disclosed in Nonpatent
Document 1. The disclosed method targets on the grind-
ing and finishing tooth faces of an internal gear, with a
barrel worm-shaped tool.
[0004]

[NONPATENT DOCUMENT 1] Shigeru HOYASHI-
TA, "Barrel Worm-Shaped Tool with Conjugate Cut-
ting-Edge Profile Generated from Tooth Profile of
Internal Gear," Journal of the Japan Society of Me-
chanical Engineers (Series C), Vol. 62, No, 593, Jan-
uary 1996, pp. 284-290

[DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION]

[PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION]

[0005] The nonpatent document 1 proposes a method
of calculating the cutting-edge profile of a barrel worm-
shaped tool. What should be noted here is the need to
carry out the dressing (reshaping) of the barrel worm-

shaped tool in accordance with the frequency of its use.
Accordingly, a high-precision dressing of the barrel
worm-shaped tool can be also regarded as one of the
factors that contribute to the production of high-quality
internal gears.
[0006] The present invention, therefore, aims to
achieve the above-described object. To be more specific,
an object of the invention is providing a method and an
apparatus of dressing, with high precision, a barrel worm-
shaped tool used in the grinding of the tooth faces of an
internal gear. The invention is designed also to provide
an internal-gear grinding machine equipped with such a
dressing apparatus.

[MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEMS]

[0007] A method of dressing a barrel worm-shaped tool
according to a first aspect of the present invention to
achieve the above-mentioned obj ects is to carry out the
dressing of a barrel worm-shaped tool formed to grind
an internal gear and having its diameter gradually in-
creasing from the two end portions in  the axial direction
thereof towards the middle portion thereof. The dressing
is carried out by making a disc-shaped disc dresser mesh
with the barrel worm-shaped tool. The method is char-
acterized as follows. The barrel worm-shaped tool is
made to rotate around a tool-rotating shaft disposed at
a predetermined shafts-crossing angle with a vertical
work-rotating shaft for the internal gear. The disc dresser
is made to rotate around a dresser-rotating shaft, the disc
dresser being disposed at an equal angle to a helix angle
of the internal gear. The barrel worm-shaped tool and
the disc dresser which mesh with each other and both of
which are rotating are made to revolve relative to each
other within a horizontal plane.
[0008] A method of dressing a barrel worm-shaped tool
according to a second aspect of the present invention to
achieve the above-mentioned objects is characterized
as follows. In the method of dressing a barrel worm-
shaped tool according to the first aspect of the present
invention, the disc dresser is made to revolve around a
vertical dresser-revolving shaft.
[0009] A method of dressing a barrel worm-shaped tool
according to a third aspect of the present invention to
achieve the above-mentioned objects is characterized
as follows. In the method of dressing a barrel worm-
shaped tool according to the first aspect of the present
invention, the disc dresser is made to rotate around a
vertical dresser-rotating shaft, which is parallel with the
work-rotating shaft and which passes on the center of
the disc dresser. The barrel worm shaped tool and the
disc dresser is linearly moved within a horizontal plane.
[0010] A method of dressing a barrel worm-shaped tool
according to a fourth aspect of the present invention to
achieve the above-mentioned objects is characterized
as follows. In the method of dressing a barrel worm-
shaped tool according to the first aspect of the present
invention, the disc dresser is moved  so as to oscillate in
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the vertical direction while the disc dresser is revolving.
[0011] A method of dressing a barrel worm-shaped tool
according to a fifth aspect of the present invention to
achieve the above-mentioned objects is characterized
as follows. In the method of dressing a barrel worm-
shaped tool according to the first aspect of the present
invention, the disc dresser is made to revolve around the
work-rotating shaft and in the circumferential direction of
the internal gear.
[0012] A dressing apparatus according to a sixth as-
pect of the present invention to achieve the above-men-
tioned objects is a dressing apparatus to carry out the
dressing of a barrel worm-shaped tool formed to grind
an internal gear and having its diameter gradually in-
creasing from the two end portions in the axial direction
thereof towards the middle portion thereof. The dressing
is carried out by making a disc-shaped disc dresser mesh
with the barrel worm-shaped tool. The dressing appara-
tus is characterized as follows. The dressing apparatus
comprises tool-rotating means that makes the barrel
worm-shaped tool rotate around a tool-rotating shaft dis-
posed at a predetermined shafts-crossing angle with a
vertical work-rotating shaft for the internal gear. The
dressing apparatus also comprises dresser-rotating
means that makes the disc dresser rotate around a dress-
er-rotating shaft, the disc dresser being disposed at an
equal angle to a helix angle of the internal gear. The
dressing apparatus also comprises relative-revolving
means that makes the barrel worm-shaped tool and the
disc dresser revolve relative to each other within a hori-
zontal plane. Here, the barrel worm-shaped tool and the
disc dresser mesh with each other. Both of the barrel
worm-shaped tool and the disc dresser are rotating.
[0013] - A dressing apparatus according to a seventh
aspect of the present invention to achieve the above-
mentioned objects is  characterized as follows. In the
dressing apparatus according to the sixth aspect of the
present invention, the relative-revolving means is dress-
er-revolving means that makes the disc dresser rotate
around a vertical dresser-revolving shaft.
[0014] A dressing apparatus according to an eighth as-
pect of the present invention to achieve the above-men-
tioned objects is characterized as follows. In the dressing
apparatus according to the sixth aspect of the present
invention, the relative-revolving means further includes
vertical dresser-rotating means that makes the disc
dresser rotate around a vertical dresser-rotating shaft.
Here, the vertical dresser-rotating shaft is parallel with
the work-rotating shaft and passing on the center of the
disc dresser. The vertical dresser-rotating shaft also in-
cludes moving means that makes the barrel worm
shaped tool and the disc dresser move linearly within a
horizontal plane.
[0015] A dressing apparatus according to a ninth as-
pect of the present invention to achieve the above-men-
tioned objects is characterized as follows. The dressing
apparatus according to the sixth aspect of the present
invention further comprises oscillating means that makes

the disc dresser oscillate in the vertical direction while
the disc dresser is revolving.
[0016] A dressing apparatus according to a tenth as-
pect of the present invention to achieve the above-men-
tioned objects is characterized as follows. The dressing
apparatus according to the seventh aspect of the present
invention further comprises revolving-shaft-moving
means that moves the dresser-revolving shaft.
[0017] A dressing apparatus according to an eleventh
aspect of the present invention to achieve the above-
mentioned objects is characterized as follows. The dress-
ing apparatus according  to the seventh aspect of the
present invention further comprises revolving-radius-ad-
justing means that adjusts the distance of the revolving
radius of the disc dresser.
[0018] An internal-gear grinding machine according to
a twelfth aspect of the present invention to achieve the
above-mentioned objects is characterized by comprising
a dressing apparatus that is described in any one of the
sixth to the eleventh aspects.

[EFFECTS OF THE INVENTION]

[0019] According to the present invention, a high-pre-
cision dressing of a barrel worm-shaped tool by a disc
dresser is made possible by the relative revolving, within
a horizontal plane, of the rotating barrel worm-shaped
tool and the rotating disc dresser that mesh with each
other. The barrel worm-shaped tool thus accurately
dressed can be used in the grinding of tooth faces of an
internal gear. What is made possible by the use of such
a barrel worm-shaped tool is the production of high-qual-
ity internal gears.

[BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF THE DRAWINGS]

[0020]

[Fig. 1] Fig. 1 is a view illustrating a support structure
of an internal gear and a grinding wheel with in an
internal-gear grinding machine.
[Fig. 2] Fig. 2 is a view illustrating a support structure
of a grinding wheel and a disc dresser in a dressing
apparatus according to a first embodiment of the
present invention.
[Fig. 3] Fig. 3 is a longitudinal sectional view of a
grinding wheel.
[Fig. 4] Fig. 4 is a view illustrating an internal gear
that is being dressed by a grinding wheel.
[Fig. 5] Fig. 5 is a view illustrating a disc dresser that
is dressing a grinding wheel.
[Fig. 6] Fig. 6 is a schematic view illustrating a dress-
ing action of a disc dresser.
[Fig. 7] Parts (a), (b), and (c) of Fig. 7 are views il-
lustrating various states of the meshing of a disc
dresser with a grinding wheel while the disc dresser
is being in an action of dressing the grinding wheel.
Specifically, Fig. 7(a) is a view illustrating a state of
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meshing when the disc dresser is located at a posi-
tion in a first end portion of the grinding wheel in the
axial direction thereof; Fig. 7(b) is a view illustrating
a state of meshing when the disc dresser is located
at a position in a middle portion of the grinding wheel
in the axial direction thereof; and Fig. 7(c) is a view
illustrating a state of meshing when the disc dresser
is located at a position in a second end portion of the
grinding wheel in the axial direction thereof.
[Fig. 8] Fig. 8 is a view illustrating a support structure
of a grinding wheel and a disc dresser in a dressing
apparatus according to a second embodiment of the
present invention.
[Fig. 9] Parts (a), (b), and (c) of Fig. 9 are schematic
views illustrating dressing actions of a disc dresser.
Fig. 9 (a) is a view illustrating a state of the moved
disc dresser that is rotating at a position in a first end
portion of the grinding wheel in the axial direction
thereof; Fig. 9(b) is a view illustrating a state of the
moved disc dresser that is rotating at a position in a
middle portion of the grinding wheel in the axial di-
rection thereof; and Fig. 9(c) is a view illustrating a
state of the moved disc dresser that is rotating at a
position in a second end portion of the grinding wheel
in the axial direction thereof.

[BEST MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVEN-
TION]

[0021] With reference to the accompanying drawings,
detail descriptions will be given hereinafter for a method
and an apparatus of dressing a barrel worm tool as well
as for an internal-gear grinding machine according to the
present invention. Members of similar structure and func-
tions will be given identical reference signs across em-
bodiments. The  duplicated descriptions for such mem-
bers will be omitted.

[FIRST EMBODIMENT]

[0022] Fig. 1 is a view illustrating a support structure
of an internal gear and a grinding wheel within an internal-
gear grinding machine. Fig. 2 is a view illustrating a sup-
port structure of a grinding wheel and a disc dresser in
a dressing apparatus according to a first embodiment of
the present invention. Fig. 3 is a longitudinal sectional
view of a grinding wheel. Fig. 4 is a view illustrating an
internal gear that is being ground by a grinding wheel.
Fig. 5 is a view illustrating a disc dresser that is dressing
a grinding wheel. Fig. 6 is a schematic view illustrating a
dressing action of a disc dresser. Figs. 7(a), 7(b), and 7
(c) are views illustrating various states of the meshing of
a disc dresser with a grinding wheel while the disc dresser
is being in an action of dressing the grinding wheel. Spe-
cifically, Fig. 7(a) is a view illustrating a state of the mesh-
ing when the disc dresser is located at a position in a first
end portion of the grinding wheel in the axial direction
thereof; Fig. 7(b) is a view illustrating a state of the mesh-

ing when the disc dresser is located at a position in a
middle portion of the grinding wheel in the axial direction
thereof; and Fig. 7(c) is a view illustrating a state of the
meshing when the disc dresser is located at a position
in a second end portion of the grinding wheel in the axial
direction thereof.
[0023] Firstly, Fig. 1 shows a barrel worm-shaped tool,
which is a grinding wheel 12, provided in an unillustrated
internal-gear grinding machine is grinding the tooth-faces
of a work, which is internal helical gear 11. The internal-
gear grinding machine is capable of dressing the grinding
wheel 12 with a dressing apparatus 1 annexed to the
internal-gear grinding machine. To be more specific, as
Fig. 2 shows, a disc dresser 13 is used in the dressing
of the grinding wheel 12.
[0024]   The grinding wheel 12 is a barrel-shaped worm,
as Fig. 3 shows. The diameter of the grinding wheel 12
gradually increases from each of the two end portions in
the axial direction to the middle portion of the grinding
wheel 12. The grinding wheel 12 has a shape of a helical
gear, and has external-gear specifications that allow ad-
equate meshing with an internal gear 11 with predeter-
mined internal-gear specifications. The disc dresser 13
is formed in a disc shape. The edge faces of the disc
dresser 13 are brought into contact with and mesh with
the edge faces of the grinding wheel 12. Diamond abra-
sive grains are electrodeposited (coated) on the surface
of the edge faces of the disc dresser 13.
[0025] As Fig. 1 shows, the internal gear 11 and the
grinding wheel 12 is set in the internal-gear grinding ma-
chine. The internal gear 11 is attached rotatably around
a vertical work-rotating shaft C1. The grinding wheel 12
is attached rotatably around a grinding-wheel-rotating
axis B that is angled at a predetermined shaft angle
(shafts-crossing angle) A1 with respect to the work-ro-
tating shaft C1 (the mechanism configured to rotate the
grinding wheel 12 can be referred to as tool-rotating
means). The grinding wheel 12 is supported by: a radial
shaft X1 that extends horizontally in the x-axis direction;
a work-rotating-shaft direction (simply referred also to as
the shaft direction) feed shaft Z1 that extends vertically
in the z-axis direction; and a horizontal shaft Y1 that ex-
tends horizontally in the y-axis direction that is orthogonal
to the x-axis and the z-axis direction. The grinding wheel
12 thus supported is movable in the x-axis, the y-axis,
and the z-axis directions.
[0026] In addition, as Fig. 2 shows, the disc dresser 13
is set in the dressing apparatus 1 annexed to the internal-
gear grinding machine. The disc dresser 13 is rotatably
supported around a dresser-rotating axis D that is angled
at a predetermined dresser-attaching angle A2 with re-
spect to the  work-rotating shaft C1 (the mechanism con-
figured to rotate the disc dresser 13 around the dresser-
rotating axis D can be referred to as dresser-rotating
means). The disc dresser 13 is also revolvable around a
vertical dresser-revolving shaft C2 (the mechanism con-
figured to revolve the disc dresser 13 around the vertical
dresser-revolving shaft C2 can be referred to either as
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relative-revolving means or as dresser-revolving
means). The distance between the disc dresser 13 and
the dresser-revolving shaft C2, which is the revolving ra-
dius, is adjustable by means of a horizontal dresser-re-
volving-radius set-up shaft U (the mechanism configured
to adjust the revolving radius can be referred to as re-
volving-radius adjusting means) . Beside the dresser-re-
volving-radius set-up shaft U, the following shafts are pro-
vided to rotatably support the disc dresser 13: a radial
shaft X2 that is parallel with the radial shaft X1; a hori-
zontal shaft Y2 that is parallel with the horizontal shaft
Y1; and a work-rotating-shaft direction feed shaft Z2 that
is parallel with the work-rotating-shaft direction feed shaft
Z1. The disc dresser 13 thus supported is movable in the
x-axis, the y-axis, and the z-axis directions.
[0027] Note that the radial shaft X2, the horizontal shaft
Y2, and the work-rotating-shaft direction feed shaft Z2
together form revolving-shaft moving means. In addition,
the work-rotating-shaft direction feed shaft Z2 forms os-
cillating means. Descriptions of these means will be given
later.
[0028] The grinding of the internal gear 11 with grinding
wheel 12 starts with moving the grinding wheel 12 to the
machining position while the grinding wheel 12 is angled
at the shaft angle A1. The radial shaft X1, the horizontal
shaft Y1, and the work-rotating-shaft direction feed shaft
Z1 are used for the purpose of moving the grinding wheel
12. The grinding wheel 12 thus moved is made to mesh
with the internal gear 11. Then, while the internal gear
11 is made to rotate around the work-rotating shaft C1
and the grinding wheel 12 is made to  rotate around the
grinding-wheel-rotating axis B, the grinding wheel 12 is
made to oscillate in the z-axis direction by means of the
work-rotating-shaft direction feed shaft Z1. Here, the
grinding wheel 12 is thus oscillated so that the edge faces
of the grinding wheel 12 can be in contact with the entire
area of each of the tooth faces in the width direction of
the internal gear 11.
[0029] Here, both the internal gear 11 and the grinding
wheel 12 that mesh with each other rotate synchronously
with each other while the internal gear 11 and the grinding
wheel 12 together form the shaft angle A1. Accordingly,
the relative sliding speed between the tooth face of the
internal gear 11 and the edge face of the grinding wheel
12 increases, and the increase in the relative speed in
turn increases the grinding speed. As a consequence,
the internal gear 11 is finished so that the shape of the
edge face of the grinding wheel 12 can be transferred to
the tooth face of the internal gear 11.
[0030] What should be noted here is that the use of
the grinding wheel 12 to grind a predetermined number
of the internal gears 11 may possibly cause the degra-
dation of grinding precision of the tooth faces of the in-
ternal gear 11. To address this degradation, the dressing
of the grinding wheel 12 needs to be carried out on a
regular basis by driving the dressing apparatus 1.
[0031] The dressing of the grinding wheel 12 with the
disc dresser 13 starts with removing the internal gear 11

from the internal-gear grinding machine as shown in Fig.
5. Then, the grinding wheel 12 is moved to the machining
position while the grinding wheel 12 is kept in the state
of being angled at the shaft angle A1. The radial shaft
X1, the horizontal shaft Y1, and the work-rotating-shaft
direction feed shaft Z1 are used for the purpose of moving
the grinding wheel 12. Then, the disc dresser 13 is moved
so that the dresser-revolving shaft C2 can  be located
coaxially with the work-rotating shaft C1. The radial shaft
X2, the horizontal shaft Y2, and the work-rotating-shaft
direction feed shaft Z2 are used for the purpose of moving
the disc dresser 13 in this way. In addition, the disc dress-
er 13 is moved, with the dresser-revolving-radius set-up
shaft U, so that the disc dresser 13 can mesh with the
grinding wheel 12 having been placed in the machining
position. It should be noted here that the attaching angle
for the disc dresser 13 is set to be equal to the helix angle
of the internal gear 11. Accordingly, the setting-up for the
dressing is completed.
[0032] As described above, while the grinding wheel
12 is moved to the machining position, the disc dresser
13 is moved to position where the internal gear 11 would
be at the time of grinding the internal gear 11. As a con-
sequence, the state of meshing between the grinding
wheel 12 and the disc dresser 13 at the time of dressing
becomes almost identical to the state of meshing be-
tween the internal gear 11 and the grinding wheel 12 at
the time of grinding.
[0033] Next, the dressing action carried out by means
of the dressing apparatus 1 will be described with refer-
ence to Fig. 6 and Figs. 7(a) to 7(c).
[0034] Now, refer to Fig. 6. Firstly, the disc dresser 13
is made to revolve around the dresser-revolving shaft C2
and is thus moved to a position d1 where the disc dresser
13 can mesh with one of the end portions of the grinding
wheel 12. Fig. 7 (a) shows the state of meshing at this
time. Then, while the grinding wheel 12 is made to rotate
around the grinding-wheel-rotating axis B and the disc
dresser 13 is made to rotate around the dresser-rotating
axis D, the disc dresser 13 is made to revolve around the
dresser-revolving shaft C2 and is thus moved from the
position d1 to another position d2 where the disc dresser
13 can mesh with the middle portion of the  grinding wheel
12. Fig. 7 (b) shows the state of meshing at this time.
After that, the disc dresser 13 is made to revolve around
the dresser-revolving shaft C2 and is thus moved from
the position d2 to still another position d3 where the disc
dresser 13 can mesh with the other one of the end por-
tions of the grinding wheel 12. Fig. 7(c) shows the state
of meshing at this time.
[0035] In this event, the dresser-revolving shaft C2 is
made to be located coaxially with the work-rotating shaft
C1. In addition, the disc dresser 13 is moved so that the
disc dresser 13 can mesh with the grinding wheel 12
having been located at the machining position. Accord-
ingly, the disc dresser 13 revolves in the circumferential
direction of the internal gear 11. In addition, at the time
of revolving, the disc dresser 13 is made to oscillate in
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the z-axis direction by means of the work-rotating-shaft
direction feed shaft Z2.
[0036] The oscillating movement of the disc dresser
13 in the z-axis direction together with the revolution of
the disc dresser 13 from the position d1 to the position
d3 makes the edge tips of the disc dresser 13 dress the
bottom lands of the grinding wheel 12 and makes the
edge faces of the disc dresser 13 dress the edge faces
of the grinding wheel 12. With a single pass of the revo-
lution of the disc dresser 13 from the position d1 to the
position d3, the dressing of each groove portion formed
by both the bottom land of the grinding wheel 12 and the
edge faces thereof is carried out only on a predetermined
area of the groove portion in the length direction thereof.
Accordingly, once the above-mentioned single pass is
finished, the disc dresser 13 is made to move in the z-
axis direction (i.e. upwards) by means of the work-rotat-
ing-shaft direction feed shaft Z2, and plural pass actions
are repeated. Each one of the groove portions of the
grinding wheel 12 is dressed in this way. Then, similar
actions are carried out for the purpose of dressing the
rest of the groove portions of the grinding wheel 12.
[0037] It should be noted that the dresser-attaching an-
gle A2 of the dresser rotating shaft D needs to be cor-
rected in accordance with the helix angle of the grinding
wheel 12 when the disc dresser 13 is oscillated in the z-
axis direction. The correction carried out in this way is
commonly known as the helical correction. The helical
correction is not necessary when the grinding wheel 12
is a spur gear.
[0038] In addition, the edges of the grinding wheel 12
are cut out in the following way by use of a special internal
helical gear that has to be prepared in a manner different
from the preparation manner for the internal gear 11 for
the purpose of cutting the edges. Hard grinding grains,
such as diamond grinding grains, are electrodeposited
on the tooth faces of the internal helical gear for edge-
cutting. A column-shaped worm that is kept angled at the
shaft angle A1 is made to mesh with the internal helical
gear for edge-cutting. In addition, the shape of each edge
face of the disc dresser 13 is set so as to be identical to
the shape of each edge face of a grinding wheel of an
internal-gear shape used for grinding an external gear
that is set to be inscribed in and to mesh with the inner
gear 11.
[0039] Accordingly, in the dressing apparatus accord-
ing to the present invention, while rotating grinding wheel
12 and the rotating disc dresser 13 that mesh with each
other, the disc dresser 13 is made to revolve around the
vertical dresser-revolving shaft C2. The use of the dress-
ing apparatus of the present invention thus allows the
high-precision dressing of the barrel worm-shaped grind-
ing wheel 12 to be carried out using the disc dresser 13.
[0040] In addition, the dresser-revolving shaft C2 of
the disc dresser 13 is designed to be movable while the
distance of the revolving radius of the disc dresser 13 is
designed to be  adjustable. Accordingly, the dresser-re-
volving shaft C2 can be located coaxially with the work-

rotating shaft C1 of the internal gear 11, and the distance
of the revolving radius of the dresser 13 can be made
equal to the distance of the radius of the internal gear
11. As a consequence, the disc dresser 13 revolves in
the circumferential direction of the internal gear 11
around the grinding wheel 12 located at the same ma-
chining position at which the grinding wheel 12 grinds
the internal gear 11. Thus the dressing can be carried
out by driving the grinding wheel 12 under similar ma-
chining (driving) conditions to the ones employed at the
time of the grinding. No new dressing conditions have to
be set. In addition, the position of the grinding wheel 12
during the grinding is the same position thereof during
the dressing. What can be provided accordingly is a
space-saving dressing apparatus with a simple driving
control.
[0041] In addition, the above-described configuration
makes it possible to grind the tooth faces of the internal
gear 11 with the grinding wheel 12 thus dressed with high
precision in the internal-gear grinding machine. Accord-
ingly, the internal gear 11 of high quality can be manu-
factured.

[SECOND EMBODIMENT]

[0042] Fig. 8 is a view illustrating a support structure
of a grinding wheel and a disc dresser in a dressing ap-
paratus according to a second embodiment of the
present invention. Figs. 9 (a), 9(b), and 9(c) are sche-
matic views illustrating dressing actions of a disc dresser.
Fig. 9(a) is a view illustrating a state of the moved disc
dresser that is rotating at a position in a first end portion
of the grinding wheel in the axial direction thereof; Fig. 9
(b) is a view illustrating a state of the moved disc dresser
that is rotating at a position in a middle portion of the
grinding wheel in the axial direction thereof; and Fig. 9
(c) is a view illustrating a state of the moved disc dresser
at a position in a second end portion of the grinding  wheel
in the axial direction thereof.
[0043] As Fig. 8 shows, the internal-gear grinding ma-
chine is equipped with a dressing apparatus 2. The dress-
ing apparatus 2 includes a vertical dresser-rotating shaft
C3 in addition to the dresser-rotating axis D that is angled
at the dresser-attaching angle A2. The dressing appara-
tus 2 also includes the radial shaft X2, the horizontal shaft
Y2, and the work-rotating-shaft direction feed shaft Z2.
The vertical dresser-rotating shaft C3 is arranged so as
to be parallel with the work-rotating shaft C1 and to pass
through the center of the disc dresser 13. The disc dress-
er 13 is supported rotatably around the vertical dresser-
rotating shaft C3 (the mechanism configured to rotate
the disc dresser 13 can be referred to as vertical dresser-
rotating means).
[0044] Note that the radial shaft X1 and the horizontal
shaft Y1 together form moving means. The moving
means and the vertical dresser-rotating means together
form relative revolving means. Descriptions of these
means will be given later.
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[0045] Next, a dressing action carried out by the dress-
ing apparatus 2 will be described with reference to Figs.
7(a) to 7(c) and Figs. 9(a) to 9(c).
[0046] Now, refer to Fig. 9 (a) Firstly, the grinding wheel
12 is moved in the x-axis and the y-axis directions re-
spectively by means of the radial shaft X1 and the hori-
zontal shaft Y1. In addition, while the disc dresser 13 is
kept in the state of being angled with the dresser-attach-
ing angle A2, the disc dresser 13 is made to rotate around
the vertical dresser-rotating shaft C3 so that the rotating
angle can be maximized. Thus the disc dresser 13 is
made to mesh with one of the two end portions of the
grinding wheel 12. Fig. 7(a) shows the state of meshing
at this time.
[0047] Then, as Fig. 9(b) shows, while the grinding
wheel 12 is made to rotate around the grinding-wheel-
rotating axis B and the disc dresser 13 is made to rotate
around the dresser-rotating axis D, the grinding wheel
12 is moved in the x-axis and the y-axis directions re-
spectively by means of the radial shaft X1 and the hori-
zontal shaft Y1. The meshing position between the grind-
ing wheel 12 thus moved and the disc dresser 13 is
moved from the position in the above-mentioned end por-
tion of the grinding wheel 12 to a position in the middle
portion thereof. Along with the movement of the grinding
wheel 12, the disc dresser 13 rotates around the vertical
dresser-rotating shaft C3. Here, the rotating angle of the
disc dresser 13 gradually decreases as the disc dresser
comes closer to the above-mentioned middle portion.
Fig. 7(b) shows the state of meshing at this time.
[0048] Subsequently, as Fig. 9(c) shows, the grinding
wheel 12 is moved in the x-axis and the y-axis directions
respectively by means of the radial shaft X1 and the hor-
izontal shaft Y1. The meshing position between the grind-
ing wheel 12 thus moved and the disc dresser 13 is
moved from the position in the above-mentioned middle
portion of the grinding wheel 12 to a position in the other
one of the two end portions thereof. Along with the move-
ment of the grinding wheel 12, the disc dresser 13 rotates
around the vertical dresser-rotating shaft C3. Here, the
rotating angle of the disc dresser 13 gradually increases
as the disc dresser comes closer to the above-mentioned
one of the end portions. Fig. 7 (c) shows the state of
meshing at this time.
[0049] In this event, the grinding wheel 12 is moved in
the x-axis and the y-axis directions respectively by means
of the radial shaft X1 and the horizontal shaft Y1. In ad-
dition, the disc dresser 13 is made to rotate around the
vertical dresser-rotating shaft C3. Accordingly, the grind-
ing wheel 12  and the disc dresser 13 revolve relative to
each other within a horizontal plane. In addition, at the
time of rotating, the disc dresser 13 is made to oscillate
in the z-axis direction by means of the work-rotating-shaft
direction feed shaft Z2.
[0050] As has been described thus far, the grinding
wheel 12 is moved in the x-axis and y-axis directions. In
addition, while the disc dresser 13 is made to rotate
around the vertical dresser-rotating shaft C3, the disc

dresser 13 is oscillated in the z-axis direction. Accord-
ingly, the edge tips of the disc dresser 13 dresses the
bottom lands of the grinding wheel 12, and the edge faces
of the disc dresser 13 dresses the edge faces of the grind-
ing wheel 12. With a single pass of the movement of the
disc dresser 13 contacting the grinding wheel from one
of the end portions thereof to the other one thereof, the
dressing of each groove portion formed by both the bot-
tom land of the grinding wheel 12 and the edge faces
thereof is carried out only on a predetermined area of the
groove portion in the length direction thereof. According-
ly, once the above-mentioned single pass is finished, the
disc dresser 13 is made to move in the z-axis direction
(i.e., upwards) by means of the work-rotating-shaft direc-
tion feed shaft 22. Then, plural pass actions are repeated.
Each one of the groove portions of the grinding wheel 12
is dressed in this way. Then, similar actions are carried
out for the purpose of dressing the rest of the groove
portions of the grinding wheel 12. In addition, as de-
scribed above, when the disc dresser 13 is oscillated in
the z-axis direction, the helical correction needs to be
carried out.
[0051] Accordingly, in the dressing apparatus accord-
ing to the present invention, the grinding wheel 12 and
the disc dresser 13 that mesh with each other are made
to rotate. In the meanwhile, the movement of the grinding
wheel 12 in the x-axis and y-axis direction and the rotation
of the disc dresser 13 around the vertical dresser-rotating
shaft C3 allow the  high-precision dressing of the barrel
worm-shaped grinding wheel 12 to be carried out using
the disc dresser 13. In addition, the revolving action at
the time of the dressing is carried out using the radial
shaft X1 and the horizontal shaft Y1 that are provided
with the conventional-type internal-gear grinding ma-
chine and using the vertical dresser-rotating shaft C3 of
the dressing apparatus 2. Accordingly, the number of
driving shafts provided in the dressing apparatus 2 can
be made as small as possible, and, eventually, the dress-
ing apparatus 2 can be made compact in size. In addition,
in the internal-gear grinding machine, the grinding wheel
12 that is dressed with high precision is used in the grind-
ing of the tooth faces of the internal gear 11. Accordingly,
the internal gear 11 of high quality can be manufactured.

[INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY]

[0052] The present invention is applicable to a dressing
apparatus for a barrel worm-shaped tool.

Claims

1. A method of dressing a barrel worm-shaped tool (12)
to carry out the dressing of a barrel worm-shaped
tool (12) formed to grind an internal gear (11) and
having its diameter gradually increasing from the two
end portions in the axial direction thereof towards
the middle portion thereof, the dressing being carried
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out by making a disc-shaped disc dresser (13) mesh
with the barrel worm-shaped tool, the method char-
acterized in that
the barrel worm-shaped tool (12) is made to rotate
around a tool-rotating shaft disposed at a predeter-
mined shafts-crossing angle with respect to a vertical
work-rotating shaft for the internal gear (11),
the disc dresser (13) is made to rotate around a
dresser-rotating shaft, the disc dresser (13) being
disposed at an angle that is equal to a helix angle of
the internal gear, and
the barrel worm-shaped tool (12) and the disc dress-
er (13) which mesh with each other and both of which
are rotating are made to revolve relative to each other
within a horizontal plane.

2. The method of dressing the barrel worm-shaped tool
(12) according to claim 1 characterized in that the
disc dresser (13) is made to revolve around a vertical
dresser-revolving shaft.

3. The method of dressing the barrel worm-shaped tool
according to claim 1 characterized in that
the disc dresser (13) is made to rotate around a ver-
tical dresser-rotating shaft, which is parallel with the
work-rotating shaft and which passes on the center
of the disc dresser, and
the barrel worm shaped tool (12) and the disc dresser
(13) is linearly moved within a horizontal plane.

4. The method of dressing the barrel worm-shaped tool
(12) according to claim 1 characterized in that the
disc dresser (13) is oscillated in the vertical direction
while the disc dresser is  revolving.

5. The method of dressing the barrel worm-shaped tool
(12) according to claim 1 characterized in that the
disc dresser (13) is made to revolve around the work-
rotating shaft and in the circumferential direction of
the internal gear.

6. A dressing apparatus (1) to carry out the dressing of
a barrel worm-shaped tool (12) formed to grind an
internal gear and having its diameter gradually in-
creasing from the two end portions in the axial direc-
tion thereof towards the middle portion thereof, the
dressing being carried out by making a disc-shaped
disc dresser (13) mesh with the barrel worm-shaped
tool (12), the dressing apparatus characterized by
comprising:

tool-rotating means that makes the barrel worm-
shaped tool rotate around a tool-rotating shaft
(B) disposed at a predetermined shafts-crossing
angle (A1) with respect to a vertical work-rotat-
ing shaft (C1) for the internal gear (11),
dresser-rotating means that makes the disc
dresser (13) rotate around a dresser-rotating

shaft (D), the disc dresser (13) being disposed
at an equal angle to a helix angle of the internal
gear (11), and
relative-revolving means that makes the barrel
worm-shaped tool (12) and the disc dresser (13)
revolve relative to each other within a horizontal
plane, the barrel worm-shaped tool (12) and the
disc dresser (13) meshing with each other, and
both of the barrel worm-shaped tool (12) and the
disc dresser (13) being rotating.

7. The dressing apparatus (1) according to claim 6
characterized in that the relative-revolving means
is dresser-revolving means that makes the disc
dresser (13) revolve around a vertical dresser-re-
volving shaft (C2).

8. The dressing apparatus (1) according to claim 6
characterized in that the relative-revolving means
further includes:

vertical dresser-rotating means that makes the
disc  dresser (13) rotate around a vertical dress-
er-rotating shaft (C2), the vertical dresser-rotat-
ing shaft (C2) being parallel with the work-rotat-
ing shaft (C1) and passing on the center of the
disc dresser (13), and
moving means that makes the barrel worm
shaped tool (12) and the disc dresser (13) move
linearly within a horizontal plane.

9. The dressing apparatus (1) according to claim 6
characterized by further comprising oscillating
means that makes the disc dresser (13) oscillate in
the vertical direction while the disc dresser (13) is
revolving.

10. The dressing apparatus (1) according to claim 7
characterized by further comprising revolving-
shaft-moving means that moves the dresser-revolv-
ing shaft (C2).

11. The dressing apparatus (1) according to claim 7
characterized by further comprising revolving-radi-
us-adjusting means that adjusts the distance of the
revolving radius of the disc dresser (13).

12. An internal-gear grinding machine characterized by
comprising a dressing apparatus (1) that is described
in any one of claims 6 to 11.

Patentansprüche

1. Ein Abrichtverfahren für ein fassartiges schnecken-
förmiges Werkzeug (12) zum Ausführen des Abrich-
tens eines fassartigen schneckenförmigen Werk-
zeugs (12), welches zum Schleifen einer Innenver-
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zahnung (11) ausgebildet ist und dessen Durchmes-
ser von den beiden Endabschnitten in der Axialrich-
tung in Richtung des Mittelabschnitts graduell zu-
nimmt, wobei das Abrichten durch Ineingriffbringen
eines scheibenförmigen Scheibenabrichtgeräts (13)
mit dem fassartigen schneckenförmigen Werkzeug
ausgeführt wird, wobei das Verfahren dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet ist, dass
das fassartige schneckenförmige Werkzeug (12) um
eine Werkzeug-Rotationsachse, welche in einem
vorbestimmten Achsenschnittwinkel bezüglich einer
vertikalen Werkstück-Rotationsachse für die Innen-
verzahnung (11) angeordnet ist, rotiert wird,
das Scheibenabrichtgerät (13) um eine Abrichtgerät-
Rotationsachse rotiert wird, wobei das Scheiben-
abrichtgerät (13) in einem Winkel angeordnet ist, der
gleich einem Steigungswinkel der Innenverzahnung
ist, und
das fassartige schneckenförmige Werkzeug (12)
und das Scheibenabrichtgerät (13), welche ineinan-
dergreifen und welche beide rotieren, innerhalb ei-
ner horizontalen Ebene relativ zueinander gedreht
werden.

2. Das Abrichtverfahren für das fassartige schnecken-
förmige Werkzeug (12) gemäß Anspruch 1, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass das Scheibenabricht-
gerät (13) um eine vertikale Abrichtgerät-Drehachse
gedreht wird.

3. Das Abrichtverfahren für das fassartige schnecken-
förmige Werkzeug gemäß Anspruch 1, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass
das Scheibenabrichtgerät (13) um eine vertikale Ab-
richtgerät-Rotationsachse gedreht wird, welche par-
allel zu der Werkstück-Rotationsachse verläuft und
welche an dem Mittelpunkt des Scheibenabrichtge-
räts (13) passiert, und
das fassartige schneckenförmige Werkzeug (12)
und das Scheibenabrichtgerät (13) innerhalb einer
horizontalen Ebene linear bewegt werden.

4. Das Abrichtverfahren für das fassartige schnecken-
förmige Werkzeug (12) gemäß Anspruch 1, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass das Scheibenabricht-
gerät (13) in der vertikalen Richtung oszilliert wird
während sich das Scheibenabrichtgerät (13) dreht.

5. Das Abrichtverfahren für das fassartige schnecken-
förmige Werkzeug (12) gemäß Anspruch 1, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass das Scheibenabricht-
gerät (13) um die Werkstück-Rotationsachse und in
der Umfangsrichtung der Innenverzahnung gedreht
wird.

6. Eine Abrichtvorrichtung (1) zum Ausführen des Ab-
richtens eines fassartigen schneckenförmigen
Werkzeugs (12), welches zum Schleifen einer In-

nenverzahnung ausgebildet ist und dessen Durch-
messer von den zwei Endabschnitten in der Axial-
richtung in Richtung des Mittelabschnitts graduell
zunimmt, wobei das Abrichten durch Ineingriffbrin-
gen eines scheibenförmigen Scheibenabrichtgeräts
(13) mit dem fassartigen schneckenförmigen Werk-
zeug (12) ausgeführt wird, wobei die Abrichtvorrich-
tung dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass sie um-
fasst:

ein Werkzeug-Rotationsmittel, welches das fas-
sartige schneckenförmige Werkzeug um eine
Werkzeug-Rotationsachse (B), welche in einem
vorbestimmten Achsenschnittwinkel (A1) be-
züglich einer vertikalen Werkstück-Rotations-
achse (C1) für die Innenverzahnung (11) ange-
ordnet ist, rotieren lässt,
ein Abrichtgerät-Rotationsmittel, welches das
Scheibenabrichtgerät (13) um eine Abrichtge-
rät-Rotationsachse (D) rotieren lässt, wobei das
Scheibenabrichtgerät (13) in  einem gleichen
Winkel wie ein Steigungswinkel der Innenver-
zahnung (11) angeordnet ist, und
ein Relativ-Drehmittel, welches das fassartige
schneckenförmige Werkzeug (12) und das
Scheibenabrichtgerät (13) innerhalb einer hori-
zontalen Ebene relativ zueinander drehen lässt,
wobei das fassartige schneckenförmige Werk-
zeug (12) und das Scheibenabrichtgerät (13) in-
einandergreifen und sowohl das fassartige
schneckenförmige Werkzeug (12) als auch das
Scheibenabrichtgerät (13) rotieren.

7. Die Abrichtvorrichtung (1) gemäß Anspruch 6, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass das Relativ-Drehmit-
tel ein Abrichtgerät-Drehmittel ist, welches das
Scheibenabrichtgerät (13) um eine vertikale Abricht-
gerät-Drehachse (C2) drehen lässt.

8. Die Abrichtvorrichtung (1) gemäß Anspruch 6, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass das Relativ-Drehmit-
tel ferner einschließt:

ein vertikales Abrichtgerät-Rotationsmittel, wel-
ches das Scheibenabrichtgerät (13) um eine
vertikale Abrichtgerät-Rotationsachse (C2) ro-
tieren lässt, wobei die vertikale Abrichtgerät-Ro-
tationsachse (C2) parallel zu der Werkstück-Ro-
tationsachse (C1) verläuft und an dem Mittel-
punkt des Scheibenabrichtgeräts (13) passiert,
und
ein Bewegungsmittel, welches das fassartige
schneckenförmige Werkzeug (12) und das
Scheibenabrichtgerät (13) innerhalb einer hori-
zontalen Ebene linear bewegen lässt.

9. Die Abrichtvorrichtung (1) gemäß Anspruch 6, ferner
gekennzeichnet dadurch, dass es ein Oszillations-
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mittel aufweist, welches das Scheibenabrichtgerät
(13) in der vertikalen Richtung oszillieren lässt, wäh-
rend sich das Scheibenabrichtgerät (13) dreht.

10. Die Abrichtvorrichtung (1) gemäß Anspruch 7, ge-
kennzeichnet dadurch, dass es mit ein Drehach-
sen-Bewegungsmittel  aufweist, welches die Ab-
richtgerät-Drehachse (C2) bewegt.

11. Die Abrichtvorrichtung (1) gemäß Anspruch 7, ge-
kennzeichnet dadurch, dass es ein Drehradius-
Einstellmittel aufweist, welches den Abstand des
Drehradius des Scheibenabrichtgeräts (13) einstellt.

12. Eine Innenverzahnungsschleifmaschine, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass sie eine Abrichtvorrichtung
(1) gemäß einem der Ansprüche 6 bis 11 aufweist.

Revendications

1. Procédé de dressage d’un outil en forme de vis sans
fin en tonneau (12) pour réaliser le dressage d’un
outil en forme de vis sans fin en tonneau (12) formé
pour meuler une roue dentée intérieure (11) et dont
le diamètre augmente progressivement à partir des
deux parties d’extrémité dans son sens axial vers sa
partie médiane, le dressage étant réalisé en faisant
s’engrener un dresseur à disque en forme de disque
(13) avec l’outil en forme de vis sans fin en tonneau,
le procédé étant caractérisé en ce que :

l’outil en forme de vis sans fin en tonneau (12)
est fait pour tourner autour d’un arbre de rotation
d’outil disposé à un angle prédéterminé de croi-
sement d’arbres par rapport à un arbre vertical
de rotation de pièce pour la roue dentée inté-
rieure (11),
le dresseur à disque (13) est fait pour tourner
autour d’un arbre de rotation de dresseur, le
dresseur à disque (13) étant disposé à un angle
qui est égal à un angle d’hélice de la roue dentée
intérieure, et
l’outil en forme de vis sans fin en tonneau (12)
et le dresseur à disque (13), qui s’engrènent l’un
avec l’autre et dont les deux tournent, sont faits
pour tourner l’un par rapport à l’autre au sein
d’un plan horizontal.

2. Procédé de dressage de l’outil en forme de vis sans
fin en tonneau (12) selon la revendication 1, carac-
térisé en ce que le dresseur à disque (13) est fait
pour tourner autour d’un arbre vertical de rotation de
dresseur.

3. Procédé de dressage de l’outil en forme de vis sans
fin en tonneau selon la revendication 1, caractérisé
en ce que

le dresseur à disque (13) est fait pour tourner autour
d’un arbre vertical de rotation de dresseur, qui est
parallèle à l’arbre de rotation de pièce et qui passe
sur le centre du dresseur à disque, et
l’outil en forme de vis sans fin en tonneau (12) et le
dresseur à disque (13) sont déplacés linéairement
au sein d’un plan horizontal.

4. Procédé de dressage de l’outil en forme de vis sans
fin en tonneau (12) selon la revendication 1, carac-
térisé en ce que le dresseur à disque (13) oscille
dans le sens vertical alors que le dresseur à disque
tourne.

5. Procédé de dressage de l’outil en forme de vis sans
fin en tonneau (12) selon la revendication 1, carac-
térisé en ce que le dresseur à disque (13) est fait
pour tourner autour de l’arbre de rotation de pièce
et dans le sens circonférentiel de la roue dentée in-
térieure.

6. Appareil de dressage (1) pour réaliser le dressage
d’un outil en forme de vis sans fin en tonneau (12)
formé pour meuler une roue dentée intérieure et dont
le diamètre augmente progressivement à partir des
deux parties d’extrémité dans son sens axial vers sa
partie médiane, le dressage étant réalisé  en faisant
s’engrener un dresseur à disque discoïde (13) avec
l’outil en forme de vis sans fin en tonneau (12), l’ap-
pareil de dressage étant caractérisé en ce qu’il
comprend :

un moyen de rotation d’outil qui fait tourner l’outil
en forme de vis sans fin en tonneau autour d’un
arbre de rotation d’outil (B) disposé à un angle
prédéterminé de croisement d’arbres (11) par
rapport à un arbre vertical de rotation de pièce
(C1) pour la roue dentée intérieure (11),
un moyen de rotation de dresseur qui fait tourner
le dresseur à disque (13) autour d’un arbre de
rotation de dresseur (D), le dresseur à disque
(13) étant disposé à un angle égal à un angle
d’hélice de la roue dentée intérieure (11), et
un moyen de rotation relative qui fait tourner
l’outil en forme de vis sans fin en tonneau (12)
et le dresseur à disque (13) l’un par rapport à
l’autre au sein d’un plan horizontal, l’outil en for-
me de vis sans fin en tonneau (12) et le dresseur
à disque (13) s’engrenant l’un avec l’autre, et
l’outil en forme de vis sans fin en tonneau (12)
et le dresseur à disque (13) tournant tous les
deux.

7. Appareil de dressage (1) selon la revendication 6,
caractérisé en ce que le moyen de rotation relative
est un moyen de rotation de dresseur qui fait tourner
le dresseur à disque (13) autour d’un arbre vertical
de rotation de dresseur (C2).
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8. Appareil de dressage (1) selon la revendication 6,
caractérisé en ce que le moyen de rotation relative
comprend en outre :

un moyen vertical de rotation de dresseur qui
fait tourner le dresseur à disque (13) autour d’un
arbre vertical de rotation de dresseur (C2), l’ar-
bre vertical de rotation de dresseur (C2) étant
parallèle à l’arbre de rotation de pièce (C1) et
passant sur le centre du dresseur à disque (13),
et
un moyen de déplacement qui fait se déplacer
l’outil en forme de vis sans fin en tonneau (12)
et le dresseur à disque (13) linéairement au sein
d’un plan horizontal.

9. Appareil de dressage (1) selon la revendication 6,
caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend en outre un
moyen oscillant qui fait osciller le dresseur à disque
(13) dans le sens vertical alors que le dresseur à
disque (13) tourne.

10. Appareil de dressage (1) selon la revendication 7,
caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend en outre un
moyen de déplacement d’arbre rotatif qui déplace
l’arbre de rotation de dresseur (C2).

11. Appareil de dressage (1) selon la revendication 7,
caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend en outre un
moyen de réglage de rayon de rotation qui règle la
distance du rayon de rotation du dresseur à disque
(13).

12. Machine de meulage à roue dentée interne, carac-
térisée en ce qu’elle comprend un appareil de dres-
sage (1) selon une quelconque des revendications
6 à 11.
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